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Welcome everyone to this A.R.T.S. meeting.    
 
The first half of this meeting is focused on a section of A.R.T.S. literature with a few group 
discussion questions.  The questions are to be discussed, one at a time, by the members of your 
group.  The second half of this meeting will be a group ARTShare where you are expected to 
present the art that you are currently working on.  A.R.T.S. supports you in getting your art out 
into the world. 
 
Let us start with a group recitation of the Serenity Prayer: 
 
 
SERENITY PRAYER 
 
God, grant me the Serenity  
to accept the things I cannot change, 
Courage to change the things I can, 
And Wisdom to know the difference. 
 
 
 
Two Tools from A.R.T.S. – “Coming to Believe” that we were always 
an artist and we come from a long line of artist in our family.  
 
 

Creativity   History:  Making a History of your Creativity is not hard. Just start with your 
earliest memories and write things down as they come up.  
 
Group Questions:   What games did you play as a Child?   
 
What pastimes did you do alone as a child?   
 
What subjects, interests, and activities turned you on in school? 
 
Group Question:  Can you state ALL your current art forms including your lesser creative 
endeavors? 
 
 



In making my Creativity History, I came to believe that I have always been creative and this 
exercise has helped me to see who I really am.  Knowing who I really am can restore me to 
sanity.  

 

Here is a sample of artists in the family tree of all A..T.S. members.   

The Family Tree of the members in A.R.T.S. Anonymous 

 
Sister Jeanne: painting Son Alain: piano, guitar, 

composition 
Uncle: Baptist Minister 

Mother: Cook Aunt:: Caterer Nephew Jayson: Rock Star 
Father: Public Speaker Daughter Sasha: Painting, 

guitar, poetry 
Tom: actor, writer, singer, 
dancer 

Father: Engineered metal, 
early electronics  

Sister: sang in “Music 
Man” & “Once Upon a 
Mattress” 

Grandpa E: carved rosewood 
collection bowls  

Brother: Drummer Wife Daisy: sitar Grandpa E: built houses 
Daddy: Wrote Articles and 
few books 

Great Grandfather: 
embroidery designs 

Great Grandmother: made 
birdcages  

Mother Beverly: Writer  Aunt Doris: Painting Son Ross: Musical 
Father Kent: musician artist Mother: Singer Nephew Justin: Rock Star 
A long line of engineers on 
my father’s side 

Grandmother (Father 
side): made quilts and 
pearling  

My Mother:  is an artist, 
writer, and crafts person very 
creative 

Cousin Karyn: Artist Daughter: graphics Brother Bud: writer 
Cousin Marc: Saxophonist Father: Painter Uncle Henry: actor 
Tom: (shower singer) Mother: Knitter/crochet Cousin Matt: actor 
Cathy Cousin: Dancer, 
choreographer 

Cousin Joe: painter Aunt Dolly: artist 

Dad: singer Cousin Paul: journalist Mother Mary: artist poet 
Mother Leah: Pianist, 
singer, teacher 

Tina: yoga instructor 
singer actress 

Eleanor: visual artist, singer, 
model 

My brother Rick: is a 
talented singer, songwriter, 
guitarist 

Daughter Julia: 
Composer, filmmaker, 
artist, writer 

Father Walter: Organist, 
writer, singer, hymnologies 

Uncle Phil: Singer, bass 
player 

Nephew Dan: 
screenwriter 

Dad Eugene: singer, actor 

My uncle:  Photographer Uncle Otto: art deco 
sculptor 

Brother Tim: composer 

Great Grandmother: Zither 
player 

Cousin James: 
Photographer 

Great Grandmother: Ballet 
Dancer 

Grandpa Morris: comedian Gina: sings, acts Cousin Ilene: visual artist 
Aunt Doris: music, 
needlepoint 

Cousin Janet: sculptor Tom’s Dad: actor 



Grandmother: embroiders 
doilies 

Michael Brother: 
Clarinetist 

Sister: painter, clothing maker 

My Grandmother: a talented 
dress maker 

Mama: ragtime piano 
player on radio show 

Marcia: Dancer, actress, 
pianist, ceramics 

Son: Tattoo artist Andrew: carpenter, singer, 
actor 

Grand Aunt: master 
seamstress 

Father: painter, collages, 
graphic designer 

Mother Florence: 
Drawings and watercolors 
when she was young 

Aunt Betsy: special Ed teacher 
of special needs children.  
Hospice person 

Aunt Eleanor: Writer Grandmother’s father:  
shoemaker 

My sister sews very creatively 

Mom Eleanor: singer, actor Brother: painter, 
sculpture, filmmaker 

Dad Floyd: singer, writer, 
rebel 

Uncle Jake: painter, studied 
Shakespeare and languages, 
no formal education 

Mama retired art teacher, 
taught cooking, sewing, , 
knitting, crochet, 
embroidery, pottery, 
weaving  

Daddy: organized and 
conducted cultural tours 
through Europe and Central 
America 

Mother: singer Grand Father: painter Grand Mother: Teacher 
Mother Ann: pianist, singer, 
friend 

Sister: jeweler, worked 
with enamel and gold 

Theodora: painter, actress 

Mother: graphic and textile 
designer 

Cousin Josh: filmmaker Cathy: singer, actress 

Cousin:  photographer Brother Garin:  guitarist, 
producer 

Great Great Uncle: painter 

 
 
Group Action:   In your family tree (parents, siblings, grand parents, aunts, uncles, and 
cousins) which ones are/were artists and what did they do?  
 
Our reading for today is over. 

 
 
We will now have the Treasurer’ Break: 
 
TREASURE’S ANNOUNCEMENT 
 
We have no dues or fees.  The first basket is for our rent.  The second basket is for World 
Service.  A.R.T.S. is self supported through members contributions. Please be generous.  
A.R.T.S. could not exist with the service and financial support of its members.   
 
 



 
The first Step in A.R,T,S, is both a positive and a negative.  We will always be powerless over our 
creativity.  What is unmanageable is our life, which is not in sync with our creative process. 
 
Sobriety in A.R.T.S. is doing no less than five minutes of art every day.   
 
There is a Master P.L.A.N. Contract 2013 on the last pages of this meeting format or on the table.  If you 
are new to A.R.T.S. please take a P.L.A.N. to fill out.  If you need help filling it out, as someone to help 
you   
 
We will now go to personal shares. When you begin your share please state: 
 
Your name 
Your art 
Your art victory for the week 
How many days out of the week did you do five minutes of art or more.   
Your long term goal/P.L.A.N. for your art  
 
Begin sharing.  
 
 
It is now the end of our meeting.  Will someone volunteer to read the A.R.T.S. Closing Prayer. 
 
A.R.T.S. CLOSING PRAYER 
 
In closing, I would like to say that no matter how distanced we feel from our creative sources, no 
matter how long it has been since we were in touch with our creative spirit, or how feeble may 
seem our creative impulses, they are reawakening in our Higher Power’s time, through this 
program and through our actions, no matter how small or how simple, a day at a time.  I may not 
be able to see my own growth, or even to see my creations as beautiful, but I am able to see 
yours as inspiring and enriching my emotional, spiritual and physical world.  We are not 
recovering to hide our light under a bushel; our creative gifts are a gift.  To celebrate them, we 
humbly apply ourselves, sometimes to the work of art and sometimes to play.  May A.R.T.S. 
Anonmous teach us that our art, celebrated, will benefit and feed our own souls first, and the 
world’s second, for the world hungers as much for this beauty as for food.  We meet here 
together to feed this deeper hunger. 
 
 



Let us close with the Serenity Prayer: 
 
SERENTIY PRAYER 
 
God, grant me the Serenity  
to accept the things I cannot change, 
Courage to change the things I can, 
And Wisdom to know the difference.  
 



 

YOUR 2013 Master  P.L.A.N. 
 
ACTIONS and COMMITMENT CONTRACT 
 

P.L.A.N.  
W.I.T.H.  
A.R.T.S. 
 
P.L.A.N. --  Professional Long-term Actions Now 
 
W.I.T.H. -- Whatever it takes, Honey 
 
A.R.T.S. -- Artists Recovering through the Twelve Steps 
 
 
 
 
“There is no use trying,” said Alice; “one can’t believe impossible things.”  
“I dare say you haven’t had much practice,” said the Queen.  “When I was 
 your age, I always did it for half an hour a day.  Why, sometimes I’ve 
 believed as many as six impossible things before breakfast.”     
 

                                                                        “Alice  and Wonder land” 
                                                                                   Lewis  Carro l l  

 
 
 
If you need help in filling out this action plan, ask two A.R.T.S. members to help you formulate it.   If there is no one to help you, 
email Don T.  artseasternregion@yahoo.com  and he will help you find someone to guide you.



A P.L.A.N. member must fill out and sign this paper stating what his/her professional, long-term, public-oriented project is.   
P.L.A.N. members have a well defined project and a clear goal they are striving for.  Sometimes it is easier to figure out your 
P.L.A.N. project and long term goal if you start with the task breakouts first on the next page.  P.L.A.N. shares are not ARTShare 
because P.L.A.N. shares in meetings receive meeting feedback and an ARTShare does not. 
 
 
MY 2013 SIGNED CONTRACT WITH MYSELF  
 
My professional, long-term, public-oriented project is:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A plan without a date is a dream.  A plan with a date is a goal.  The following five action tasks are integral parts of your 
project.  They do not have to be accomplished in order: Put down the date by which you would like to have this task 
accomplished and then forget about it.  Things happen in God’s time, not ours. 
 
TASK 1.  ___________________________________________________________BY WHEN_____________ 
 
 
TASK 2.  ___________________________________________________________BY WHEN_____________ 
 
 
TASK 3.  ___________________________________________________________BY WHEN_____________ 
 
 
TASK 4.  ___________________________________________________________BY WHEN_____________ 
 
 
TASK 5.  ___________________________________________________________BY WHEN_____________ 
 
In Texas, they say “you can’t drive the Brahma bulls. You have to drift them.”  The same is true for the creative process: 
you can’t drive it in a straight line.  You have to drift with your process and then it will take you there. 
 
Remember that the creative process is never a straight line.  These tasks do not have to be worked in chronological order.  
Work where you are inspired.  Trust that the creative process always knows the way forward and will take you where 
you want to go.  Working at your art should not a chore.  Creating is a joyous experience.  
 
Please sign and date your contract.  
 
____________________________________________________________________   
_______________________________ 
NAME                                                      DATE   



As you build your action plan, break each task into four actions that you need to take to accomplish that task.   
 
TASK 1.  _______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 a. 
 
 b. 
 
 c. 
 
 d. 
 
 
TASK 2.  _______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 a. 
 
 b. 
 
 c. 
 
 d. 
 
 
TASK 3.  _______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 a. 
 
 b. 
 
 c. 
 
 d. 
 
 
TASK 4.  _______________________________________________________ ________________________ 
 
 a. 
 
 b. 
 
 c. 
 
 d. 
 
 
TASK 5.  _______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 a. 
 
 b. 
 
 c. 
 
 d. 



 
MY LIFESTYLE  2013 P.L.A.N.  
 
 
My dream lifestyle is: 
 
I would like my work environment to _____________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
I would like my home to be ____________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
Physically, I would like to  _____________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
I would like my financial situation to  ____________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
I would like to expand my social life by  __________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
I would like the love that I give and receive from my intimate relationships to be___ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
I would like my family to ______________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
I would like my spiritual life to __________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
I would like my creativity to ____________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 


